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ABSTRACT
Community canning centers (CCCs) have recently received
considerable attention as community sponsored enterprises in
rural areas. This study was prepared after a series of inter-
views with CCCs and their community sponsors. It outlines the
costs and benefits of Community Canning Centers and the par-
ticular modes used in different communities. While CCC's do
provide community users with benefits that range from higher
quality food self reliance to actual monetary savings they are
not however self-sustaining.
Canning or food processing is seasonal and labor intensive.
In the private for-profit sector small scale and regional
canneries have been closing down due to their declining com-
petitive position with larger commercial operations.
Those community canning centers which have survived are
non-profit community sponsored enterprises which provide a
processing facility for locally grown produce. The oper-
ations use either tin cans or glass jar equipment or
both. Tin can equipment has a higher production
3capacity while glass jars have more appeal to specialty and
natural foods markets. The canneries vary from staff run to
self service. All centers require some staff but some centers
are designed for community residents to process their own pro-
duce while others have a paid staff to do the processing
operation. Most centers provide only a service for community
growers while other sell community canned produce. Commercial
operations have sold specialty or organic produce items in that
they can differentiate their product from mass produced canned
goods. Some interest has developed in selling canned produce
to institutional markets.
All community canning centers are subsidized at varying
levels. The investment cost of operating a CCC varies from
$15,000 to $150,000 depending on the type of equipment utilized
and the variety which is purchased. Annual costs run from
$6,000 to $20,000 also depending on the type of center as well
as the amount of user fees charged. Those communities which
have established community canning centers have felt that the
potential benefits of community interaction, increased self
reliance, better quality food, skill building for the local
labor force as well as monetary savings for families and added
stability for area growers are vital enough social returns to
outweigh the costs of initial investment and ongoing subsidiz-
ation.
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6INTRODUCTION
The research and interviews for this study were carried out
between June and November, 1976. I visited community canning
centers in Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Tennessee,
and Virginia, and interviewed by telephone community sponsors
of other centers in North Carolina, South Dakota, Florida, and
Georgia. I also surveyed the existing literature to learn
from it what information existed and what was lacking. The
staff of the Dixie Canner Equipment Company and the Ball Corpor-
ation were helpful in supplying information about their experi-
ences with small-scale canneries.
An effort has been made to remain accountable to the prim-
ary information sources. A draft of this study was circulated
to many of the above mentioned groups for review and criticism
and their comments have been incorporated in this final copy.
All groups and information sources contacted have been included
in the bibliography.
With the recent surge of interest in community canning, .
I undertook this study on a very optimistic note,
hoping to show that not only were community canning centers
excellent projects because of their beneficial impact on commun-
ity residents, but that they were feasible as self-sufficient
business ventures. This turned out not to be the case. Commun-
ity canning centers do provide community users with benefits
that range from higher quality food and great food self-
7reliance to actual monetary savings. They are not, however,
self-sustaining. All centers visited were subsidized. While
some were attempting self-sufficiency, they all must still
rely on some form of outside help.
Community canning is at best a marginal business enter-
prise. Its financial stability is affected to a large degree
by a number of uncontrollable variables. The supply of produce
is dependent on the weather, and on the availability of alter-
native markets or uses that the community growers might have.
Inasmuch as prices for tin cans and for other canning center
equipment are set by large volume equipment producers, they
too are ungovernable.
Community groups that have sponsored community canning
centers (CCCs) attest to their high visibility. These projects
provide very direct benefits to both community food producers
and food consumers, and in very little time become one of the
most well-known community institutions. The centers I in-
vestigated were owned by or operated for community residents.
The sponsoring agencies included food co-ops, community develop-
ment corporations, school districts, counties, community action
agencies and individual state Department of Agriculture
extension programs. Depending on the funding sources and the
type of operation, these CCCs employ between two to fifteen
staff workers. The centers varied from those that provide
equipment and supervision so that community people could bring
their own produce and process it for home use, to centers that
8were vertically integrated (that is, grew and processed the
produce, and sold the finished product).
All community canning centers are small-scale operations.
Yearly volume varies from 7,000 to 212,000 quarts. They use
glass jars and/or tin cans and most of the equipment is hand
operated. All centers require some level of community partici-
pation in the production process. The extent to which users
participate depends on both the design and orientation of the
center. All centers are designed to process locally grown
produce for local and regional consumption.
Community canning centers have received considerable
funding and subsidization support. This interest an3 financia
backing stems from a number of factors, which include:
-- the rising cost of food, which has led to more commity
and family gardening;
-- an increasing concern over food additives and the
chemicals used in producing commercial food. Home and
community canning allows each family to control what
is in the food they eat;
-- increased energy costs, which have made home canning
and freezing less economical;
-- a growing sentiment for community control and self-
reliance in food production. This is in part due to
the more frequent occurrence of transportation and food
processing industry strikes, as well as to the fear of
another oil or energy crisis and its potential effects
on national food availability;
-- a renewed interest in the importance of establishing a
sense of community that has led to recognition of the
role of the community canning center in bringing people
together.
9History of Small-Scale Community Canning
Interest in CCCs has revived after a long period of
neglect. The same concerns which led to their creation in the
1930s are motivating people today.
In the depression years, with the collapse of the national
economy, people were forced to provide for more of their own
needs. This stimulated home canning, a process that allows a
family to utilize its own labor resources and the produce from
family gardens to fill a larger part of their food needs.
Nevertheless, home canning was relatively costly, since each
family had to buy its own ten-gallon metal canner and utilize
its own stove. During that period, however, the Ball Brothers
of Muncie, Indiana, whose main business was the production of
glass canning jars, developed a small canning center suitable
for community purchase and use. This reduced the capital. in-
vestment each family had to make. These initial community
canneries became a popular project for Work Projects AdAinis-
tration program support.
Comnunity canning centers were also extremely important
during World War II. Citizens were encouraged to plant victory
gardens to increase food production. Small canneries were
developed as an important contribution to our total food supply.
A variety of emergency agencies sponsored these community
canneries, which totaled 3,600 by 1946. A large number of them
were in the southern states, with a heavy concentration in the
Piedmont region. This fertile farmland was a major source of
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produce for the eastern United States. Most of the 50-odd
Virginia canneries and the 97 state-sponsored Georgia canneries
began during these wartime years.
Self-sufficiency in food production also existed at a num-
ber of state institut-ions. New England area hospitals and
prisons had extensive institution-run farms and processing
centers. Prisons such as the Billerica County Prison and the
Concord Reformatory in Massachusetts provided for virtually
all of their own produce needs.
With the end of World War II the food production capacity
which had been created was greater than national peacetime
demand. Funding for the wartime community canning centers
dried up, food prices fell, and people returned to commercial
food markets. Virtually no new community start-ups occurred,
and outside of the South small-scale community canning all but
died.
The southern canneries that survived were run by area
schools and county governments on a community self-service
basis. The cannery's presence in these communities became
institutionalized, with the state government playing a major
role in covering labor and administration costs.
The same proliferation and contraction took place among
the small private canneries. Most of the decline in these
specialty or regional canneries was due to more stringent FDA
regulations, increasing equipment and can supply costs and
price competition from larger operations with greater economies
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of scale. Canning became more and more centralized, with
companies such as Del Monte and Hunts acquiring large shares
of the market. From 1958 to 1972 the number of private can-
neries nationwide dropped from 1,630 establishments to 1,038.
Many of these were a mixture of custom canneries that would
process private-label special orders for local markets and fee
canneries that operated at a per-hour and per-can rate for any
area grower. (See Exhibit #1.) Some of these small canneries
were owned by small enterprises that ran the canning centers on
a seasonal basis. During the rest of the year the cannery
workers would be absorbed into the labor force of the associated
enterprise. One New England manufacturer ran a ca.nnery during
peak season by diverting workers from his clothespin manufactur-
ing business. Another bean trader in Maine had a canning
facility to process beans that could not be sold in fresh
markets due to quality imperfections. A number of farms in
the southern Piedmont Region would bring canning equipment into
the fields at harvest time. Peaches were often canned this way
and then sold in regional retail markets. These operations
were hard hit by FDA Health Regulations for commercial canning.
The 1973 energy crisis was a final blow to these small operations.
The rising costs of energy, equipment inputs, labor, and pro-
duce forced most of what remained of these businesses to close
down.
*Tri-Valley Growers (B) Harvard Business School 4-577-022
Copyright 1976, p. 3.
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Boston, Massachusetts 02202
Contact: Guy L. Paris
727-3018
CUSTOM CANNING
MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE HELPS
CONSUMER BEAT THE HIGH COST OF FOOD.
With the local harvest in our midst and heavy
supplies of fresh fruit and vegetables reasonably
priced, now is the time to do your canning.
Many of us have considered doing this, but, some
of us have fallen by the wayside. We have become
reluctant to do it, because it involved the buying
of jars and other equipment to do the job correctly.
Nevertheless, it's one way of beating the high cost
of food.
The Department of Agriculture has had several
conferences with Collins Food, Inc., of 17 Spaulding
Street, Townsend, Massachusetts, regarding this
subject. Recently, they have consented to open
up their facilities for custom canning.
All of which means that they will "can" your pro-
duct at a cost of .07 cents per 20-ounce can,
which they will provide; plus $15.00 an hour for
operational costs.
You must supply the product that you want canned
and have it ready for canning. This can be done
at home or at the cannery. The secret of the whole
operation is to have as many people as possible
involved in order to make it economical.
Parties interested should contact:
Collins Food Products, Inc.
at 597-6625 during the day and 632-5840 at night.
EXHIBIT 1: A TYPICAL FEE-CANNERY AD*
*Private cannery that closed down in 1973.
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In the late 1960s and early 1970s interest in community
canning centers picked up. Office of Economic Opportunity
funds for the war on poverty were channeled into community
canning. Dixie Canner Equipment Company, the major manufacturer
of small-scale tin can processing equipment, came out with a
packaged portable canning center that could be built into a
trailer and moved between communities. This turnkey operation
was bought by a number of OEO groups both in the South and in
the Midwest. Among the CAAs and the old OEO groups that set
up community canning centers with Dixie portable equipment were
the Mountain Valley Economic Opportunity Agency of Tazewell,
Tennessee, the Durham CAA in North Carolina, and the OEO-CAA
Emergency Food and Medical Services program on the Pine Ridge
Indian Reservation in South Dakota. The Durham CAA cannery
alternates between two towns while the Pine Ridge Mobile Unit
visits a number of small reservation communities.
During this period, both the Dixie Canner Equipment
Company and the Ball Corporation experienced a large increase
in sales in their basic food processing canning equipment.
As the war on poverty money dried up and the 1970-73 economic
recession took hold, existing canning centers and community
organizations interested in setting up new ones began to con-
centrate on the development of financially self-sufficient
operations. A number of community groups around the country
are currently making such an effort. Among these are the Bote-
tourt Community Cannery, Inc., in Buchanan, Virginia, owned by
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the Botetourt Community Improvement Association, Inc.; the
community canning centers initially started by the Bread & Law
Task Force in Vermont; and the Abington, Virginia, Community
Canning Center, run by the county. A similar attempt was made
by a nonprofit cooperative in Crawford County, Kansas.
For all of these efforts, however, community canning centers
have not been successful as self-sufficient for-profit enter-
prises. They do, however, generate social returns (in the form
of monetary savings to the users).
The Canning Process
Canning, in either jars or cans, requires considerable
care. Poorly processed food can contain harmful bacteria which
produce toxins. Botulism and salmonella are the most well
known. To avoid these dangers foods must be canned after
being heated at specified temperatures for specified times.
The termperature and time necessary for processing varies
with the acidity level of the food. High-acid foods require
less processing time than low-acid foods. High-acid foods in-
clude apples, berries, peaches, fruit juices, and tomatoes;
low-acid foods include corn, squash, meats, fish, asparagus
and sweet potatoes. Harmful bacteria do not survive in foods
of low pH or high acidity. As acidity drops, however, the danger
of the presence of bacteria increases.
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The produce or meat is cleaned and then cut in preparation
for canning. While some products are heated, most are packed
into the can or jar while cold. In the case of tin cans the
product to be canned is packed with a liquid level that leaves
1/4 - 1/8 inch of "head space." Products such as sauerkraut
are sealed directly so that they can ferment. Most canned
produce must go through an exhauster which "exhausts" all the
air in the can through steam heat. The can is then sealed and
placed in a retort and pressurizer for the proper time and
temperature.
With glass jars the space between the product and the top
of the container can be up to one inch. The jars are then
sealed and placed in either an atmospheric cooker for high acid
foods or a pressure cooker for more bacteria susceptible low-
acid foods requiring higher cooking temperatures. Most jars
have two-piece tops; as the product is heated the air vents out.
When both cans and jars have been processed for the proper
time they are placed in a cooling bath or spray. As the contents
cool, the molecules contract; a vacum is created which clamps
down the top, completing the seal. For commercial operations
or on commercial sales of low-acid produce, proper recording
equipment is required to verify the time and temperature at
which a batch is processed.
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COMMUNITY CANNING CENTER VARIABLES
Community organizations that have started community canning
centers have done so using a wide range of equipment types,
community participation requirements, and commercial sales
components. These decisions depend on a number of factors,
such as capital resources, agricultural output, production de--
mand, and the intended group of beneficiaries.
One of the first questions the community group must con-
sider is how the produce will be processed. Will the center
use tin cans or glass jars? Next, they must decide if the
center will be self service or will maintain a staff to (o tle
actual canning. Then comes the question of end product--is
the community group processing for noncommercial home con-
sumption or will the produce be sold commercially? Most
community canning centers in answering these questions have
chosen combinations that allow for some flexibility. The CCs
of Abingdon, Virginia, and the Botecourt Community Improvement
Corporation in the same state, are examples of centers capable
of processing both types of container, while Vermont's Bread
and Law Task Force canneries have combined commercial and non-
commercial operations using glass jars. The examination of
these three variables allows us to understand what considerations
are involved in setting up a community canning center. In the
following section we examine each of these variables independ-
ently for its characteristics and suitability.
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Variable 1: Cans or Jars
Cans
The tin can technology was scaled to community use through
a process of reducing larger commercial equipment into simpler,
more labor-intensive machinery. Because of these origins, tin
can community canning centers tend to have fairly high pro-
duction capacities. Dixie Canner Equipment Company has been
virtually the only small scale equipment manufacturer for tin
can canneries. Its market for sniall scale equipment is both
domestic and international. Community canneries make up a small
but important part of its business. It also sells to large
commercial canneries who set up small volume test runs for new
products before they are placed on high speed production lines.
The equipment is also purchased by laboratories for research
purposes.
Dixie produces both individual pieces of equipment as well
as a packaged portable "turn key" canning center. Its monopoly
position has led to some interest on the part of some southern
canneries in possibly opening a competing equipment producing
venture. Potential problems in this are the total demand of
community canning center equipment would be insufficient
to support a new equipment production enterprise and the
high start up costs and patent restrictions which make entry
into this business difficult. The packaged portable cannery
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built by Dixie Canner Equipment Company can process roughly
800 quarts per day.* Dixie is the major supplier of small-
scale tin can preserving equipment. Dixie's portable cannery
was the smallest capacity tin can operation encountered. The
community canning centers run by the Virginia school system,
which are used both for educational and community service pur-
poses, are more typical. Daily production capacity varies
from 1,000 - 3,000 quarts, depending on the equipment on hand.
The initial investment cost of a tin can operation also
varies greatly. In 1972 Dixie's portable canning center, in-
cluding installation, cost the Mountain Valley Economic Oppor-
tunity Agency roughly $31,000. Today it would cost $60,000.
A county in Southwest Virginia recently set up a new community
canning center with a 2,500 - 3,000 can capacity for $125,000.
The Botetourt Community Improvement Association, Inc. estimates
its expenses in setting up the Botetourt Community Cannery at
roughly $20,000. The Botetourt center with a capacity of 1,500
- 3,500 cans per day, managed to secure some equipment from the
General Services Administration. This, as well as judicious
second-hand purchases and the inheritance of a building with
some of the necessary plumbing and wiring, helped them to
achieve this low cost.
In discussing both canning center capacity and investment
it is important to note that both vary greatly depending on
*Estimate from interviews with Dixie equipment users.
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the equipment purchased. A juicer/pulper for tomatoes can
dramatically reduce the preparation time and thereby speed up
the whole operation. The purchase of an additional retort for
pressure cooking the sealed cans also can have a large effect
on operational efficiency.
Most tin can operations are housed in fairly large struc-
tures. The tin can centers I observed in the South averaged
about 2,500 square feet in buildings of one to three rooms.
Dixie Canner's portable cannery requires about 750 square
feet. The Tazewell Community Cannery, however, which uses this
Dixie portable equipment, found it necessary to enlarge the
space for a more effective operation.
Tin can centers, due to their higher capacity, are best
suited to areas where canning is an accepted form of food
preservation and the total agricultural output is relatively
high. The use of the tin can also eliminated much of its
commercial potential. Most markets for locally produced or
"specialty" type processed foods tend to prefer glass for
aesthetic as well as ecological reasons.
Tin can centers are very adaptable to institutional use.
The community canning center run by Washington County in
Abingdon, Virginia, is used by two area prisons and one hospital.
Prisoners receive two days credit for time served for each one
day spent working in the prison gardens or canning prison pro-
duce. Their utilization of the community canning center means
additional revenues for the cannery, cheaper food for the state
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and county institutions, and a chance for prisoners to reduce
their total sentence while doing garden and cannery work.
Jars
The Food Preservation Program of Ball Corporation is the
main manufacturer of the glass jar community canning equipment.
The Ball compact canning unit was developed from the technology
of home canning. Ball has developed a complete canning center
sold in one-, two-, and three-unit sizes.* The standard Ball
Jar "unit" advertises a 300-500 quart capacity per 8 hour day.
The compact canning unit costs about $4,800 for the one-unit
size. Nonprofit groups get a $500 discount. Most community
canning centers purchase two such units. The two-unit center,
including installation costs, is estimated to cost $15,000.
This type of operation has a daily capacity of 400-800 quarts
according to Ball Corporation materials. Few centers have
reached this volume. Due to the peaking phenomenon of canning
because of crop seasonality it would be unusual for a center
to operate even close to full capacity for more than a few weeks.
This has been verified by both self-help and staff-operated
centers. The actual volume reached depends on the type of
operation (self-service or staff-run) and the products being
processed.
Glass jar community canning centers require less space. A
one-unit center in Keene, New Hampshire, is housed in approxi-
*See Appendix: Equipment Sources
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mately 250 square feet of space, while two-unit centers require
a minimum of 500 feet.*
The basic difference between tin can and glass jar opera-
tions is that of cost. Individual tin can containers cost less
than glass jars, but this cost is repeated at each processing
trip. Glass jars are reusable; since only the seals need re-
placing, to some extent the purchase price is an investment.
Tin cans of the one-quart (#2-%) size currently cost 12-14C,
while a one-quart Ball jar and cap sells for 18-250.
A number of Ball jar food preservation centers are being
set up in the New England area at present. They are ideally
suited for more populated regions with numerous small gardens.
The use of glass jars has the advantage of appealing to organic
food and specialty markets. Consumer preference even affects
the type of glass jar. One community canning center, when
trying to decide between nonreturnable glass jars or the
standard Ball jar for commercial sales, was told by a wholesaler
that returnable glass jars had to be used.
Because of its low cost, the Ball jar is particularly
appealing to groups with limited start-up capital. In addition,
starting with a small-capacity unit is preferable in areas where
community canning has not been available in the recent past.
This is borne out by the experience of Botetourt Community
Canners. Their recently revived tin can and jar operation has
*Ball Corporation recommendations are: 1-unit, 820 square feet;
2-unit, 1,540 square feet; 3-unit, 2,260 square feet.
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been processing only 8,000 quarts a season, or about 10 percent
of capacity. Many area people who used to can in the old center
have turned to freezing or canning at home. While part of the
problem may have been that they overcharged the first year,
they also started with a large-capacity center in an area with
insufficient demand.
Ball Corporation canning centers are often sponsored and
utilized by educational institutions. Both cooperative exten-
sion programs and schools have subsidized Ball operations for
teaching purposes in classes of home economics and nutrition,
as well as for community use.
Variable 2: Self-Service or Staff-Canned
Self-Service
Almost all the centers visited ran self-service community
canning ventures. In these centers users bring in their own
produce and do most of the processing themselves. A self-
service operation can be run with one to four employees, de-
pending on the size and type of the canning center. During the
early years the amount processed in a self-service center will
be less because most of the users will be first-timers. The
Shelburne Vermont CCC, run by Gardens for All, Inc., found that
during the first year 85% of those participating had never
canned before. Naturally, this figure decreases in subsequent
years as clients become repeaters. Production capacity is
diminished by this participatory format, with the constant in-
flow of different users. Self-service centers are cheaper for
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community residents because people can use their own time rather
than paying for the processing service.
A very important characteristic of self-service centers
is that their place under FDA regulations is fairly clear. The
Food and Drug Administration has ruled that community canning
centers operating on a self-service basis are not subject to
FDA requirements. The general guidelines are that unless a
community cannery offers products for sale in interstate com-
merce, the facility is more properly regulated by appropriate
state and local regulatory agencies. The effects of having to
meet FDA requirements can be major, involving increased costs
for labor, capital and maintenance. This is discussed more
fully in Appendix 1.
A self-service center requires community participation.
Its hours must be set to accommodate its members, and evening
and weekend processing is comonplace. The participatory aspect
which brings people together, either to work at similar chores
or to discuss logistics, increases community interaction.
Self Canned
Staff-run centers require between four and six employees.
With a trained staff in charge of operations, a larger quantity
can be processed. The staff-canning facility requires refriger-
ated storage space since maximum use of labor depends on a steady
supply of all the necessary inputs and a place to hold the
*Memo from Heinz G. Wilms, Director, State Service Branch, FDA,
to state food officials, June 2, 1976. (HFO-310)
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the finished product. Unless the produce is on hand for canning,
production is slowed down considerably. (See appendix 1 about labor.)
Staff-operated canneries fall into a gray area with re-
spect to FDA regulation. Since the community residents pay not
just for use of the facilities, but for the entire processing,
the operation could be considered commercial. FDA regulations
apply to businesses involved in interstate commerce. Some
staff-run centers are located in towns near state borders.
Should these centers provide canning services to out-of-state
users, it is still unresolved whether they would be considered
to be involved in interstate commerce or not.
Centers that have staff-canning components are more suit-
able to areas of high employment where it would be difficult
for community residents to find the time to use a self-service
center.
Variable 3: Production for Commercial or Noncommercial Use
Commercial Use
Community canning centers that have attempted commercial
sales have had varying degrees of success. A commercial com-
ponent requires supply characteristics which guarantee a con-
stant availability of supply. Some centers have operated through
contracts with community growers, while others are attempting to
combine a community run farm with a canning operation to maxi-
mize on labor utilization through vertical integration. Just
as supply must be constant, a commercial operation must have
nearby markets where the produce will be purchased.
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Among the qualities necessary to assure sales are:
1. High value produce--a major selling point in New
England has been the organic quality of community
canned produce;
2. Ethnic specialty items--a center in Kansas found a
certain recipe for canned peppers was very popular
among local residents of German descent;
3. Institutional markets--some centers are experi-
menting with contracts with public institutions and
agencies to supply their food needs with local pro-
duce. This could include government meal programs,
as well as schools and hospitals.
Commercial operations engaged in interstate commerce are
subject to full FDA regulations. These can require specially
trained personnel, as well as investment in thermometers and
other temperature-recording devices. Restrictions are less if
production is limited to high-acid foods such as tomatoes and
apples.*
Commercial operations require a larger capital investment
than do noncommercial centers. In order to sell commercially,
some sort of inventory must be created to assure the product
buyers a consistent supply.
Noncommercial Use
Noncommercial canning centers make up the bulk of small
community canning operations. A noncommercial center depends on
community support and participation. The center should be de-
signed with adequate parking and good accessibility to community
residents. Most community canning centers operate on an appoint-
ment basis, but in off-periods walk-ins are generally accepted.
*See Appendix: Health and Insurance, Regulations
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During the first year good publicity and adequate funding are
important. Noncommercial centers all process community produce.
In gardening and farming the amount of production varies with
weather conditions as well as bacteriological and insect plagues.
For instance, in the 1976 summer season, bean blight and a dry
spell seriously reduced garden production in southern Virginia
and Georgia. Canning centers which in the prior year had been
processing 400 quarts a day were processing only 100 quarts.
CCCs also compete with other forms of food preservation.
Freezing and home canning are often-used alternatives to the
community canning center. Tin can noncommercial community
canning centers must compete against retail prices of com-
mercially canned food. These factors limit the amount that a
CCC can charge for its service. Demand for the community
canning center is relatively price elastic. The Botetourt Com-
munity Cannery in Virginia which reopened with a relatively
high service charge in an effort to cover costs found that the
volume dried up dramatically.
Noncommercial operations have been built in a number of
rural and suburban locations. They are suitable wherever the
population engages in gardening or a cheap supply of fresh
produce is readily available. These canning centers are best
suited to areas where individual gardening is popular and
energy costs are high. This both assures demand and increases
the competitive advantage over other forms of more energy-
intensive food preservation. The sponsoring group should be a
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social service agency or a large profitmaking concern which can
absorb canning center losses. The users of community canning
centers tend to be low and middle income families, making canning
center projects prime candidates for social action. In the
next section combinations of these alternatives are explored and
the feasibility of the resulting models are discussed.
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PRESENTATION OF THE EIGHT DIFFERENT MODEL POSSIBILITIES
Although we have talked of three variables and can
graphically show eight possible models based on those variables,
CANS C(Q_
JARS (J)
SELF-SERVICE (SS)
COMMERCIAL
(CO)
STAFF-CANNED (SC)
SELF-SERVICE (SS)
(NC)
NON-CONIMERCIAL
STAFF-CANNED (SC)
SELF-SERVICE (SS)
COMMERCIAL
(CO)
STAFF-CANNED (SC)
(NC)
NON-COMMERCIAL
SELF-SERVICE (SS)
STAFF-CANNED (SC)
C CO SS
C CO SC
C NC SS
C NC SC
J CO SS
J CO SC
J NC SS
J NC SC
Figure 1: How the Eight Basic Models are Derived
only five of these currently exist as operational community
canning centers.
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C CO SS (Cans, Commercial, Self-Service)
C CO SC (Cans, Commercial, Staff-Canned)
Neither of the first two combinations was encountered..
The commercial market for community canned produce is a specialty
market. In general production, a small community canning center
can never compete with the economies of scale and market control
of the large commercial canneries. Community canning centers,
to cover expenses, would have to charge a higher price than do
large processing operations.' This has limited CCCs to marketing
only those specialty items that can be differentiated from large-
scale commercially canned produce. The need for product dif-
ferentiation and the psychology of specialty markets make the
use of tin cans difficult. Thus far community canning for
commercial sale has only been done with glass jars. Interest
in cans, as mentioned earlier, has been restricted to possible
marketing to public institutions.
Although community owned canneries have not run commercial
tin can operations a number of small private canneries have
canned produce commercially in this way. As mentioned earlier
FDA requirements for sanitation and time and temperature re-
cording equipment were one cause for their decline. Increasing
energy costs also decreased their competitiveness with large
commercial canning operations. Demand and profitability of
the produce processing industry also varies with the quantity
of fresh produce harvested. Canning operations are run
during harvest time and retail demand is spread throughout the
*See "The Costs and Benefits of Community Canning", Section IV.
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year. This requires canneries to maintain inventories to be
able to offer constant supplies to their buyers. If inventories
are collected in years of high produce input costs and followed
by years of low produce prices, processors can feel a tight cost
price squeeze. All these factors have made commercial small
scale tin can processing operations unlikely to survive. The
longest lasting of this breed has been small companies with
specialty products such as a Southern manufacturer of "Georgia
Stew." Even most of these have been forced out of existence.
C NC SS (Cans, Noncommercial, Self-Service)
Two community canning centers visited incorporated this
model. They were the Botetourt Community Cannery of Buchanan,
Virginia, and the Abingdon Community Cannery of Abingdon,
Virginia.
Community canning centers using tin cans in a noncommercial
self-service operation are prevalent in the southern states.
Most also process some produce in glass containers. Tradition-
ally these centers were sponsored by school boards and state
governments, but today subsidies also come from community action
agencies, counties and one community development corporation.
They tend to be high volume with the centers observed pro-
cessing between 8,000 to 212,000 quarts per year. The Botetourt
Cannery, a relatively new CCC, reported that the average user
canned 80 quarts. In 1975 in these southern centers crops
processed included peaches, cabbage, apples, beans (both dried
and green), and meats. The costs to the user in the C NC SS
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centers were fairly standard. Including the price of the can,
processing and canning of 1 quart ran between 21 and 23 cents.
The high-volume, low cost tin can CCC has been quite successful
in integrating itself with the community. The Abingdon, Virginia
CCC is a fairly good example of this. During the last few years
its volume has been the highest of the Virginia school-affiliated
canning centers, reaching 212,000 quarts in 1975. The center
opens at 6 a.m. and closes its doors at 7 p.m. People who
are already inside can keep processing. The center stays active
until 11 p.m. on peak days. Its large 1975 volume included
users from the community, from two area prisons that produce
produce from their gardens and from the Tri-State Children's
Home. The Abingdon operation, along with a number of other
C NC SS centers, is open on a year-round basis. During the
winter months the center is kept open one or two days a week
with curtailed hours with meats and dried beans making up the
bulk of the processing. Although it is run on an appointment
basis, walk-ins are accepted during slow periods. The center
has facilities for jars and cans. Its operation includes four
large retorts, a conveyor belt type exhauster and a variety of
supplementary equipment. Prices from the 1976 season were:
450 gallon (processing and can cost)
21( quart (processing and cost of #2% can)
14% (processing and cost of #2 can)
8c quart (glass jar processing only)
50 pint (glass jar processing only)
The center is staffed by two full-time employees. It is sub-
sidized by the county which takes care of purchasing and fiscal
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record-keeping. Even with the 212,000 quart 1975 volume, it
fell short of breaking even.
The most well organized and established community canneries
in the country are those in the state of Georgia. Georgia has
97 community canneries all of which operate at varying levels
of self-sufficiency. The state of Georgia is divided into four
agricultural districts. Each district has between 9 and 27
canneries. The state pays the salary of a coordinator for each
cannery as well as a helper. Service fees go to cover operational
costs. These canning centers process volumes ranging from
12,000 to 100,000 quarts a year. Canneries that do less than
50,000 (the size of one full trailer load of tin cans) will
often coordinate can purchasing with other communities to reach
the 50,000 cans level and receive large order discounts. Larger
cooperative purchasing was tried out but dropped due to diffi-
culties in scheduling.
A self-service operation that can do tin can processing
requires a major investment to cover initial capital and
operating costs. A C NC SS center needs the large volume that
comes from active community use, since the center capacity is
large. Most of these centers operate with two or three staff
members.
C NC SC (Cans, Noncommercial, Staff-Canned)
Only one operation of this type was visited, the CCC run
by the Claiborne County Mt. Valley Economic Opportunity Agency
in Tazewell, Tennessee. The Mt. Valley EOA bought a Dixie com-
plete packaged/portable cannery in 1972. The county covers
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labor costs and the cannery is built into a trailer so that rent
is not an expense. The willingness of the county to cover labor
costs stems from the general feeling that this project provides
benefit to working people. Tazewell is a rural area with high
employment in low wage, non-union mills and factories. In many
families both husbands and wives work. The staff-run center
allows workers to drop off their produce on the way to work in
the morning and pick it up on their way home at night. People
working full time find hours to garden on weekends but have
little excess time for canning. This center allows them to gain
the savings of home canning without giving up all leisure time.
In winter months dried beans are again a major item. The workers
bring them in, can them, and have them available to prepare
quick dinners after their long working hours.
Because it is a staff-run center, the Tazewell operation
invested in a cooler, for storage. Patrons leave their produce
in the cooler while it awaits processing.
The Tazewell center cost close to $31,000. Of this $21,000
went for equipment and $10,000 covered installation and supplies.
It was built under an OEO grant, which was sufficient to cover
the first two years' operating expenses, allowing the cannery
to prove itself before having to solicit refunding. The prob-
lems related to initial exposure to area residents as well as to
equipment and weather variables are shown clearly by examining
their statistical report. (See Exhibit 2.)
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COMMUNITY CANNERY - CLAIBORNE COUNTY, TN
Statistical Report
Beginning 1972 (first year cannery was
in operation)
No.
No.
families used cannery
cans used
April 30, 1974
No. families used cannery
No. cans used
April
No.
No.
30, 1975
families used cannery
cans used
175
21,556
350
63,673
327
49,229*
1975-6
May 1, 1975 - April 30, 1976
No. families used cannery
No. cans used
436
38, 961**
FOOTNOTES
*1974-5 - 3 months cannery out of use due
to boiler breakdown. One em-
ployee laid off; salary used in
payment of new boiler
**1975-6 - Due to dry weather very poor
gardens; cannery not in use as
much as in some previous years.
Exhibit 2: Tazewell CCC Breakdown of Cannery Use
1972
1973-4
May 1 -
1974-5
May 1 -
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J CO SS (Jars, Commercial, Self-Service)
The combination J CO SS occurs in upper New England at
the "Gardens For All" Community Canning Center in Shelburne,
Vermont. Small farmers utilized a noncommercial, self-service
canning center to process products for sale, taking advantage of
the center to can specialty items. Through direct marketing at
their stands, they were able to charge a price that was suffic-
ient to cover costs and still leave a fair profit. In Lebanon,
New Hampshire, a farmers' cooperative has discussed supplementing
a direct market operation with a small canning center, but as
yet this type of canning center as an independent operation does
not exist.
J CO SC (Jars, Commercial, Staff-Canned
The insecure state of funding has generated a great deal of
interest in J CO SC operations which appear to offer the highest
potential for economic independence. One such operation was
attempted by the Plainfield, Vermont food coop in a spin-off
operation called "Pumpkin Sour." It involved a staff of between
3 and 5 paid workers, plus some volunteers. The only products
were apple sauce and apple butter. Staff bought seconds--apples
of lower quality--which were processed at a Ball jar one-unit
center. The canned produce was sold for approximately 85- a
quart wholesale, and resold retail for as much as $1.50 per
quart. Pumpkin Sour operated as a collective. The operation
was bought out after the 1975 season by the Cherry Hill Cooper-
ative Cannery.
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Another example of this type of operation was started in
August, 1976. The Bread and Law Task Force in Montpelier,
Vermont received a $75,000 grant from the Campaign for Human
Development to establish three canning centers in three dif-
ferent areas of the state. These are the Cherry Hill Cooper-
ative Cannery in Barre, the Northeast Kingdom Cooperative
Cannery in Barton, and the Rutland Canning Cooperative. Addi-
tional subsidization support included CETA funds and a $13,000
grant from the New England Regional Commission. Each center
has a staff of five. During the canning season, specific
amounts of time are set aside for self-service community use
and for the staff-run commercial operation, which sells to food
co-ops, private buyers and food distribution companies such as
Erewhon. Their output includes mainly apple products, with
some beans, beets and tomato processing. These canneries try
to produce organic, or "natural," produce, which has a high
value in regional markets.
A Massachusetts collective ran a one-season canning opera-
tion called Crashing Tower Pickles. They produced an organic-
ally processed pickle which was sold through private food dis-
tributors in the New England and Mid-Atlantic states. Self
Reliance, Inc., a community cannery in Northampton, Mass., is
considering a contract to reprocess government foods for the
area's elderly. They also might be producing for local and state
schools and hospitals.
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A major problem facing J CO SC operations is control over
supply. Pumpkin Sour depended on contracts and paying a high
price for apples they bought. They also went out and offered
owners of abandoned orchards a payment to pick what apples still
grew. When the apple crop was bad, availability of apples for
canning dropped. In an attempt to better utilize labor in all
seasons Pumpkin Sour bought bulk maple syrup and sold it in
retail volume. This added business provided only a small in-
crease in revenues. Other J CO SC operations have tried to
control supply and make up for the seasonality of canning through
vertical integration. Some Vermont canneries and the Crashing
Tower Collective of Massachusetts have tried growing their own
produce. In Vermont the staff of two of the three community
canning centers grow their own tomatoes and beans and after
harvest, they operate the canning center.
The Self Reliance Inc. and a new cannery in Machias, Maine
are being integrated into a number of city and community food
related social service programs. Elderly food stamps, elderly
hot lunch programs and school feeding are all being talked about
as closely linked enterprises to provide an economically self
sufficient enterprise.
All of these community operations still require subsidiza-
tion. This model of canning center staff growing produce and
at harvest time running a cannery comes the closest to the old
small private canning operations mentioned earlier which at
harvest time would set up a temporary canning center in the
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field. It is also moving in the direction of private canneries
which in New England were attached to bean wholesaling busi-
nesses or small manufacturing firms. While in community canning
this trend is new, it offers the strongest possibility for
survival.
All of the commercial glass jar operations process specialty
products. The extent of the demand for specialty products is
as of yet unknown. No center has faced a ceiling on demand.
Major New England purchasers of these specialty canned foods
include Erewhon and Llama foods. Many CCCs have been told that
all production will be bought.
Selling to food co-ops, a seemingly natural market, has
been difficult. A community canning center producing for com-
mercial sale produces a large quantity during harvest time. It
is to the canning center's advantage to sell its product as it
produces, eliminating storage and cash flow problems. Food
co-ops operate on limited budgets and do not have sufficient
storage space. As a result they are forced to purchase com-
mercially canned foods which are available throughout the year.
In the New England region the Food Cooperative Organizations
have begun a major bulk-buying effort and each subregion will
have some storage and trucking capability. They currently pur-
chase produce from the three Vermont cooperative canneries.
Through this larger scale marketing system, the food co-op net-
work has become a more useful market for area CCCs.
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The financial investment in a J CO SC center varies. The
Crashing Tower pickle operation utilized virtually no equipment.
Pumpkin Sour invested roughly $7,000 in purchase and installation
of one Ball jar compact canning unit. The three new Vermont
community canning centers are valued at $20,000 to $25,000 each
and are set up to do both commercial and non-commercial canning.
Pumpkin Sour, the only strictly commercial operation, began with
a series of loans and $1,000 in initial grants. Labor for the
first year was donated. The 1975 season revenues covered ex-
penses, loan interest, and some depreciation and, with a major
contribution of volunteer labor, the operation reached a break-
even point before it sold out in early 1976.
J NC SS (Jars,_Noncommercial, Self-Service)
Among New England self-service centers are the Keene, New
Hampshire Community cannery with state and federal sponsorship;
the Shelbourne, Vermont Garden Way Canning Center with private
foundation support; and the Women in Agriculture-sponsored
"Self-Reliance, Inc." (The Hampshire Community Canning
Center of Northampton, Massachusetts), which received federal,
state, and private support to begin its operation; as well as
the Vermont Cooperative Canneries, which sell commercially and
also work on a self-service basis. These centers usually charge
a basic processing fee. Use of kettles, juicer/pulpers, and
other extra equipment involves additional charges. Very often
food stamps are acceptable payment to cover costs. The Vermont
Cooperative Canneries have arranged for the area Community
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Services Administration Agencies to pick up processing fees for
low-income groups. These smaller Ball one-unit or two-unit
centers tend to be more seasonal in operation. This is especi-
ally true in New England because of the hard winters and the
short growing season.. Most J NC SS centers employ two or three
staff people.
J NC SC (Jars, Noncommercial, Staff-Canned)
No CCCs in the study used the J NC SC format. Glass jar
operations have a lower volume and are more labor-intensive
than tin can processing centers. Staff canning would be too
expensive for such an operation, and the amount of subsidy
needed to maintain such a center would be prohibitively high.
Model Combinations
In combining the above models community canning centers
have utilized an innovative concept in business and community
enterprise development. Many centers offer the community a
variety of processes to achieve the same product, thus allowing
for consumer preference in process as well as in final product.
A number of southern community canneries have facilities to
allow for user choice between cans or jars, thereby permitting
community members to make "process" decision about their con-
tainer. This ability to combine a variety of processes is
extremely useful in remaining responsive to community needs.
In New England, the Vermont Cooperative Canneries and the
Hampshire County Community Canning Center of Northampton,
Massachusetts will run self-service noncommercial and staff-canned
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commercial operations at different times during the day. The
Cherry Hill Cooperative Cannery does this by operating from
4 a.m. to 10 p.m. and running a split shift. This combination
allows the center to meet community demand for a variety of
purchasers. It is hoped that the commercial component will
help to subsidize the lower income-generating self-service
operation. The flexible structure also is useful in keeping
more money in the community. Those who want to purchase local
products are able to while other community members can gain a
financial savings by doing their own canning. Most of the
centers discussed earlier run with a combination of models.
The role of the community canning center within the
community varies depending upon what model or combination of
models are utilized in its operation. Both the vertical
integration of canning centers with farming operations and the
horizontal integration with government and community food and
nutrition related services and programs are experiments in com-
munity canning worth noting. This trend looks very promising.
Community canning centers attempting this integration have only
been operating for one to two years. They are still a long
way from any self sufficient operation.
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THE BENEFITS AND COSTS OF COMUNITY CANNING
Community canning centers require a fairly low investment for
the quantity of benefits they provide. These include a higher
degree of community interaction, a stronger sense of self-
reliance, higher quality food, training for the community labor
force; the monetary savings to community users; and a more stable
market for local growers. The community canning center is much
more a part of the community infrastructure than it is an inde-
pendent business venture. As in other "infrastructure" invest-
ments, such as roads or a city bicycle licensing division, a CCC
project provides both direct and indirect benefits but does not receive enough
in fees to cover costs. Both the fluctuations in produce supply
and the seasonality of the canning industry make a self-financing
operation difficult. Nor can the return from sales of canning
supplies and the processing services rendered make up the
difference. Let us look more closely now at the benefits received
and the costs incurred by the community.
I: The Benefits of Community Canning
Community Interaction
A community canning center affects community interaction in
a number of ways. Self-service centers provide a meeting place
where individuals who normally would preserve food in their homes
or buy it in the store come and work alongside each other.
The CCCs provide good public exposure to the sponsoring
group. Each user of the center means one family in the community
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directly benefits from the canning center project. School
connected CCCs in Virginia averaged 437 users each in the 1971-72
season. If a mean family size of 4.3 is assumed, close to
1,900 individuals directly benefitted from each of these centers.
Indirectly area farmers who sell fresh produce and those non-
immediate family members who share in the processed food also
receive a benefit from a community canning center. That most
centers are well known in their communities attests to their
high visibility and community impact.
Community Self-Reliance
Existence of a CCC provides community residents with more
control over the economic conditions under which they live. As
transportation and labor costs go up, affecting national food
prices, independence in food production is increasingly impor-
tant for area residents. The canning centers allow families to
maximize the use of free time in producing food. Most users
process food for friends and relatives as well as for themselves.
The canned food serves to strengthen community ties and fit into
a reciprocity system whereby informal service networks are sup-
ported. A gift of canned food from one family might be returned
care services and other aid from the receiving family in times of need.
Higher Quality Food
Participatory canning helps to provide better food. Clients
can process freshly harvested food from their own garden or pur-
chase from local producers. Personal recipies may be used and
sweeteners eliminated if desired. With the increasing awareness
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of the dangers of chemical insecticides to human beings com-
munity canning offers families more control over this part of
their diet as well.
Training in New Skills
People who work at CCCs learn a variety of skills, among
which are processing, food preservation, accounting, management
customer relations, and dealing with regulatory agencies. The
community cannery can be a door toward other employment oppor-
tunities.
Stability for Community Growers
Small farmers within a community benefit directly from
CCCs. Always facing the uncertainty of how much they will be
able to produce, it is difficult for them to develop stable mar-
kets for their output. A community canning center increases
the demand for fresh and locally grown produce. This added
demand, by helping to stabilize the market, can play an important
role in keeping small farms economically viable.
Monetary Benefit
The money saved by the community canning center user is a
measure of monetary benefit. This is estimated as the difference
between what the user would have spent to purchase the product
commercially and their costs of processing and growing the pro-
duce. The user labor is not counted as a cost since gardening
and processing occur during leisure hours for the average commun-
ity canning center user. Centers usually operate on weekends, and in
early morning and evening hours. Savings vary depending on whether
tin cans or glass jars are used. Staff canned operations might charge
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a higher user fee than a self service center. The following
discussion and estimates should serve as a guide to projecting
user savings, both for the individual and for the cannery as
a whole.
1. Estimating Volume
C NC SS volume estimate: 40,000 quarts. Tin can container
operations' volumes ranged from the Botetourte CCC's 8,000 quarts
to the Abington, Virginia, CCC's 1975 output of 212,000 quarts.
The Virginia school community canneries reported a 20,000-25,000
annual quart volume in 1973 and 1974. The tin can center volume
estimate we use has a wide range of variability.
C NC SC volume estimate: 45,000 quarts. This was esti-
mated from the average annual output of the Tazewell Tennessee
CCC, which used Dixie equipment. (See Exhibit 2)
J NC SC volume estimate: 15,000 quarts. This estimate is
a relatively high-output calculation. We are assuming a two-
unit center with 100 operating days at 150 quarts average pro-
duction per day. The estimate was based on projections from the
Rutland, Barton, Barre, and Shelburne canneries in Vermont.
The first three expect volumes of between 20,000 - 28,000 using
a combination of the J NC SS and J CO SC models. The Shelburne
operation processed 7,212 quarts in 60 days during its first
year of operation.
For the JC NC SS two-unit model, output will vary, getting
as high as 15,000 - 18,000 and as low as 5,000 - 7,000.
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2. Estimating Processing Fees and Container Costs
All canning centers charged similar processing fees. For
the one-quart (#2 1/2) can the processing fee was generally
230 at C NC SS centers. In the C NC SC operation in Tazewell,
it was a 24o.
J NC SS operations varied somewhat in processing prices.
Processing a one-quart jar ran between 10-150, with 150 more
common. This processing fee did not include the price of the
jar. A one-quart, reusable jar can cost from 18-230. When
calculating an annual jar cost, a 50 or less cost per jar assumes
a life expectancy per jar of 4-5 seasons. This estimates an
annual loss of 20 percent. A center might break 1-2 percent of
the jars processed; assuming another 5 percent break at home
per year, this leaves us with a true annual loss of closer to
5-7%. So this estimate is conservative.
3. Estimating Costs of Purchased Inputs
It is assumed that most of the produce canned in community
canning centers is home-grown. The costs to the growers are
the money spent to buy fertilizer, insecticide, and seeds, and
possibly rototilling; depreciation of gardening equipment is
also included. These items come to approximately 40-50 percent
of the crop value. The remainder is value added through the
grower's labor. For the C NC SS and C NC SC operations located
in the South, an 080 produce cost is based on approximately 18
quarts per bushel, with an estimated monetary cost per bushel
to family gardeners of $1.44. The same estimate is used for
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the J NC SS centers in New England. While the value of produce
and costs of inputs are cheaper in Southern regions, this is
compensated for in New England by the emphasis on organic agri-
culture which relies on fewer purchased inputs.
4. Estimating Retail Price
The average retail price to consumers of one quart of pro-
cessed produce packaged in a can is estimated at 500. This
estimate was based on retail prices of a variety of commercially
canned foods. This price estimate is relatively conservative
since prices have risen since the estimates were made in early
summer of 1976 and the actual quantity of produce by weight in
a container processed at a CCC for home use can run higher than
the quantity of produce in a commercially processed can.
For jars 85( a quart is used. This was the average whole-
sale price received for Pumpkin Sour's organic apple sauce and
apple butter. This is a very conservative estimate. The
average price per quart charged by the Vermont cooperative
canneries for their retail sales is $1.06.
If we assume a retail price of $.50 for a one quart can of
produce and costs for a CCC user to process and grow one quart
of produce $.23 and $.08 respectively the users save 38% on
produce they themselves can. (.23 +.08= $.31. This is 38% less
than $.50.)
Below are some examples of how this calculation might be
done for the total community user savings resulting from one
canning center:
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Examples of Projects' Total Community User Savings
These are estimates of total money saved by community users for
the three noncommercial canning center models. Since the
quantity processed was not held constant, this is not offered
for comparability, but rather to convey a rough idea.
ASSUMPTIONS, BASED ON QUARTS
TOTAL COMMUNITY
USER SAVINGS
Volume, 40,000.*l Processing
fee, 230. Cost of purchased
inputs to cultivate produce, 08q.
Retail value of canned produce
assumption, 500
Volume, 45,000. Processing fee,
24g. Cost of purchased inputs
to cultivate produce, 08g. Re-
tail value of canned produce, 500
Volume, 15,000. Processing fee,
150. Jar investment, 050. Cost
of purchased inputs to cultivate
produce 08g. Retail value, pro-
cessed produce, 850.
87,600
$8,100
$8,550
*iThis volume assumption is that of an average cannery; if an
analysis was done of the Abingdon Community Cannery or a number
of the larger southern centers, community user savings would be
up to five times as large.
MODEL
C NC SS
C NC SC
J NC SS
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II: The Costs of Community Canning
To estimate the costs community groups have faced in
operating community canning centers a number of factors must
be considered. Costs are impacted by what variable choices
have been made; i.e., will the canning center be tin can, jar,
staff canned, self service, commercial or noncommercial? The
cost is also affected by the degree of subsidization that the
community group has access to. Each community through its
model choice and subsidy level will face different costs for
running community canneries. Below a series of cost estimates
and accompanying explanations is offered to help communities
estimate their own resource needs to establish community canning
facilities. The estimates are made for the three noncommercial
canning centers (C NC SS, C NC SC, J NC SS) and the one J CO SC
model. They are based on information collected through site
visits and correspondence with a number of canneries around the
country. Once again communities should alter the estimates to
fit their own situation.
This section ends with a series of tables illustrating the
annual cost projections for the four canning center models listed
above.
1. Initial Investment Estimates
For the C NC SS model we assume that equipment is bought by
piece from a variety of suppliers. Projected equipment includes:
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4 retorts $ 4,800
4 steam-jacketed kettles 1,800*
1 electric exhaust tunnel 1,200
1 20-h.p. boiler 8,000
1 steam table 800
1 juicer/pulper 1,000
1 complete canning unit (Ball) 4,300
3 sealers 400
Assorted tables, pots,
utensils, sinks, etc. 20,000
Installation 13,000
Total investment cost $55,300
Initial investment will vary depending on the location and avail-
ability of high quality used equipment. Installation also
will depend on existing facilities.
A C NC SC canning center investment estimate could be
based on the Dixie Portable/Packaged Cannery purchase price.
Including installation, these centers should cost close to
$60,000. This same unit cost the Tazewell TN-canning center
$31,000 four years ago. This packaged portable center is less
suitable to self service operations since it has only 750
sq. ft. of working space. For a staff run center its compact-
ness isn't as much of a problem.
A J NC SS or J CO SC model initial investment would total
$16,200 assuming:
2 Ball units $ 8,600
1 10-h.p. boiler 3,000
Miscellaneous 600
Installation 4,000
Total $16,200
*See Equipment Section on used kettles.
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2. Depreciation on Investment
Calculation of depreciation of investment has been done
by canning centers to provide an estimate of equipment value.
Since all canning centers visited were non-profit these depre-
ciations scheduled were designed not to maximize any tax
benefits but provide a guide to equipment life expectancy. The
two schedules encountered used ten and fifteen year straight
line methods. This means that investment depreciation runs at
10% or 6.6% of initial value annually. In our estimations we
use a 15 year schedule.
3. Rent
Rent is estimated at $200 a month. This figure was the
average rental paid by Vermont canneries. The C NC SS operations
in the South all had rent-free locations. We are assuming that
if these centers paid rent costs it would be about that figure.
The J CO SC and J CO SS operations occupy less space than the
southern centers do, but land values in regions with tin can
centers tend to be lower. The C NC SC model assumes the use of
a Dixie packaged/portable canning center. This canning opera-
tion is built into an aluminum trailer and no building is re-
quired. No Dixie portable centers paid rental costs, but assuming
an estimated land value of $3.00 a square and a lot size of
1,000 square feet, the $600 figure would pay principal and 12
percent interest within six years.
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4. Utilities
The only complete data on utilities costs came from the
Tazewell Tennessee C NC SC cannery. With a 1975 output of roughly
33,000 quarts they incurred the following costs:
lights $246.20
water $336.30
telephone $104.30
gas/oil $801.6
From other centers visited we found utility costs to be higher
in the low volume jar operations than the tin can centers.
Since utilities are a mixture of fixed and variable costs the
cost per unit will decrease as total volume increases. As a
general guide tin can centers ran total utilities costs of 40
a quart and glass jar centers 80 a quart (electricity, gas,
water, and telephone, included). These calculations are based
on a 40,000 - 45,000 quart volume for tin can centers and a
15,000 to 21,000 quart volume in the jar operations.
5. Jars/Cans
The price of cans fluctuates considerably. Ball jars were
estimated at 200 for the one-quart size and tin cans at 150 for
the #2 1/2 (1 quart) size.
6. Labor
Cost estimates assumed community centers will employ com-
binations of three types of labor:
1. Full-time workers at $3.50/hour,
2,000 hours/year $7,000
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2. One seasonal worker at $3.00/hour
in tin can centers and $3.50/hour
in Ball jar operations, 800 hours/
canning season $2,400
$2,800
3. Administrative support units,
usually supplied by the sponsoring
agency. This is calculated at
$6.00/hour in rural areas and $7.00/
hour near urban centers; 5 hours/
week, 5 months/year. $ 645
752
The C NC SS center is estimated to need one full-time, one
part-time, and one administrative support units. C NC SCs re-
quire more labor; their work unit needs are estimated as one
full-time, three part-time, and one administrative support.
The J NC SS and J CO SC centers visited were in New England.
Estimates of labor requirements were:
J NC SS: 2 seasonal ($3.50/hr)
1 administrative support ($7.00/hr., 5 hrs/week,
12 months)
J CO SC: 2 full time ($7,000/yr)
1 seasonal ($3.00/hr., 667 hrs.)
The Northampton, Massachusetts, CCC, sponsored by Women in
Agriculture, employed a staff of 17 during the 1976 season.
Due to a large CETA grant they were able to provide numerous
services, such as child care, transportation, and nutrition
education, along with the canning operation.
7. Produce Purchases
The J CO SC center must purchase produce for canning. For
J CO SC we calculate an annual cost of $3,500. The $3,500
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figure is based on an average in-season produce cost of
$3.00/bushel. The Ball Corporation's Blue Book
gives estimates on quarts/bushel. For this projection we have
assumed 18 quarts/bushel as an average conversion ratio. The
estimate of $3.00/bushel is low. This is compensated since
most of the J CO SC centers have used lower quality or center-
grown produce, reducing costs.
8. Insurance Costs
Insurance estimates are based on payments existing centers make.
These run around $600 a year. For more details see Appendix 1:
Insurance.
9. Processing Fees
Processing fees are estimated at (total volume) x (per-
quart fee). These per-quart fees are projected at:
C NC SS 23C (including can)
C NC SC 250 (including can)
J NC SS 150
J CO SS 850 (estimated wholesale price)
As in the other projected estimates, actual prices could vary
widely depending on the product processed and regional price
differentiation as well as on the degree of subsidization.
10. Estimated Discretionary Subsidies (EDS)
All centers visited received some level of subsidization.
Often this consisted of federal or private grants to cover in-
vestment costs or CETA slots for cannery workers. A number of
centers were provided rent-free space in county buildings, on
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county property, or in area schools. This concept of dis-
cretionary subsidies includes:
1. Any federal, state, or private funding the center is
able to attract;
2. Any county support, such as provision of space, where
the opportunity cost is near zero;
3. Any donated equipment, labor, or supplies.
Most of the federal support for CCCs has come from CSA
funds, while the General Services Administration (GSA), has
provided surplus equipment. State support has consisted of
technical assistance from state Department of Agriculture
nutritionists, training courses, and the provision of a number
of CETA positions. Private foundations have made grants that
have ranged from $1,000 to $75,000 to initiate and staff community
canning projects.
County support has included provision of space in area
schools, fairgrounds, and even courthouses. In Tazewell, Ten-
nessee, as mentioned earlier, the county actually pays $14,000
in labor costs.
Donated equipment and services from community and sur-
rounding area sources are another form of subsidy. The Botetourt
Community Cannery received extensive services and equipment which
greatly reduced their costs. Other canneries have received
technical as well as physical help in installing new centers.
The estimated subsidy figures are based on the subsidies
received by the centers visited.
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In the C NC SS model this subsidy is estimated as part of
investment and rent, and the equivalent of one full-time staff
person. The actual subsidies for C NC SS centers vary enor-
mously.
The C NC SC center EDS covers initial investment, rent,
and some labor costs. The only C NC SC center visited operated
with the Dixie portable/packaged cannery. Dixie has sold four
of these units to CSA agencies. They all have been paid for
with CSA monies. Rent is usually not a factor, since the centers
operate in mobile trailers. Federal CETA slots were used in
the C NC SC operation visited.
The J NC SS center EDS again involves rent, investnent, and some
labor costs, while the J CO SS cannery subsidy is calculated at
one full-time worker, plus initial investment. Both these cal-
culations were based on existing New England area CCC subsidi-
zation statistics.
All the above figures are meant to be rough guidelines.
In each community and in each canning center, costs and subsidies
received varied. Any community interested in starting a CCC
will have to set this information in the framework of its own
particular situation in order to determine the feasibility of
its plans.
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TABLE OF PROJECTED MONETARY COSTS
The estimated annual cost for operating the three noncommercial
canning center models as well as one commercial J CO SC oper-
ation. See Appendix 1 for explanation of calculations.
ASSUMPTIONS TOTAL MONETARY COSTS
C NC SS
(Volume
40,000
quarts;
initial
investment
$55,300)
Depreciation
Maintenance and
Replacement
Rent
Utilities
Can Purchases
Labor
Insurance
Total Annual Cost
Less Processing
Fees
Net Annual Cost
Estimated Discretionary
Subsidies 12,733
Net Annual Costs
Less Discretionary
Subs idies
C NC SC
(Volume
45,000
quarts;
initial
investment
$60, 000)
Depreciation
Maintenance and
Replacement
Rent
Utilities
Can Purchases
Labor
Insurance
Total Annual Cost
Less Processing Fees
Net Annual Costs
Estimated Discretionary
Subsidies 13,666
Net Annual Costs
Less Discretionary
Subsidies
MODEL
$ 3,687
800
2,400
1,798
6,000
10,045
500
$25, 230
9,000
$16,230
$ 3,497
4,000
465
600
1,770
6,750
14, 845
500
11,250
$28,930
$17,680
$ 4,014
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ASSUMPTIONS TOTAL MONETARY COSTS
J NC SS
(Volume
15,000
quarts;
initial
investment
16,200)
Depreciation
Maintenance and
Replacement
Rent
Utilities
Jar Purchases
Labor
Insurance
Total Annual Cost
Less Sales of Jars 3,000
Less Processing Fees 2,250
Net Annual Costs
Estimated Discretionary
Subsidies 6,173
Net Annual Costs Less
Discretionary Subsidies
J CO SC
(Volume,
21,000
quarts;
initial
investment
$14,600
Depreciation
Maintenance and
Replacement
Rent
Utilities
Jars
Labor
Product Purchase
Insurance
Total Annual Cost
Less Sales of
Production 17,850
Net Annual Costs
Estimated Discretionary
Subsidies 7,973
Net Annual Cost Less
Discretionary Subsidies
MODEL
$ 1,080
219
2,400
1,250
3,000
7,406
400
$15,755
$ 9,425
$ 4,332
$ 1,080
219
2,400
1,750
3,780
16,000
3,500
600
$29,329
$11,479
$ 3,506
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In examining the benefits and costs of community canning
it becomes clear that the value of a CCC to a community depends
on the value that the community places on the qualitative
benefits the community canning center provides. These are the
benefits of community interaction, community self reliance,
higher quality food, training in new skills and stability for
local area growers. Communities which have community canneries
have decided that these qualitative benefits and the monetary
savings of the users outweigh the net annual costs of operating
a CCC. This decision has been made easier since most communities
do not pay the full projected annual costs. Both outside
subsidization and the use of the canning center for educational
or other purposes decrease the costs of community canning. The
benefits are both qualitative and spread through the community
while the costs are incurred by the sponsoring group. For this
reason an ongoing subsidization is unavoidable.
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SUMMARY
After evaluating the costs of community canning and discussing
their non-viability as self supporting business ventures we
are left with two questions: First we might ask, given their
costs and need for ongoing subsidization why is there such a
resurgence of interest in community canning. In the last year
four new centers have opened in New England alone with others
in the planning stages. The second question is what will happen
with this trend. Will community canning continue to increase
and if so, in what form?
Community canning has developed as a local response to the
increasing costs of food and energy. It also benefits home
canners by both reducing the labor time needed to preserve their
foods yet allowing them the same or more quality control. For
the sponsoring group they provide an excellent "involvement"
tool bringing people together around a common task. i.e., that
of food preservation; and for the community economy they reduce
dependence on food imports and provide greater market stability
for area growers.
Funding agencies both public and private have provided
resources and subsidies to community canning centers. When
these agencies decide which of a variety of projects to support
canning centers stand out for their variety of benefits and
their low cost. Unlike community groups which have to consider
the actual cost of operating a CCC, a state, federal or non-
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profit private funding source can evaluate the canneries'
costs and benefits to "society." While the benefits remain
essentially the same as those to the community, a social perspec-
tive on cost evaluation makes community canning look considerably
more profitable. The societal perspective evaluates the canning
center by asking what resources does the society put into the
cannery and what would these resources otherwise be used for.
Cost becomes the lost opportunity of that alternative use.
Economists call this the "opportunity cost." If community
canning centers employed workers who were previously unemployed
the wages they receive would not be a cost since society would
not be losing any alternative use of that labor. If the worker
was previously employed as a part time gardener earning $10 a
week this would become the cost of employing the worker in the
cannery. This use of the opportunity cost instead of the actual
wages paid to measure the costs to a project economists call
shadow pricing. If a school provides a vacant building with
no alternative use for the cannery this would not be a cost,
or, have a shadow price of zero. When this approach is used
the costs of operating a community cannery drop dramatically.
If, in our projected annual costs of community canning the labor
and rent payments were not counted, the projected annual costs
would fall below the communities' monetary savings, making the
canning center beneficial in monetary terms alone.
All of these factors, the community benefits as well as
their net societal value,have led to the strong surge of interest
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in community canning. The longer term survival of community
canning will depend on the ability of the CCC to integrate it-
self with the community. The Southern canneries have been
integrating very successfully with the school systems. This
combination allows the schools a resource for home economics
and nutrition classes during the school year as well as providing
a self-service center to the community during the summer harvest
months.
The New England canneries which have been developed seem
very aware of their need for integration. In Vermont I've seen
interest in community canning centers being linked with organic
farms and also with cooperative buying services to provide
sheltered markets willing to pay their higher costs. While
these glass jar commercial and noncommercial operations are not
financially self-supporting, if the current trends in direct
marketing and other efforts to increase the viability of local
agriculture continue a combination of this nature may be possible.
A much more likely direction is that which is evidenced by the
Hampshire County Community Cannery of Self Reliance, Inc. in
Northampton, Massachusetts. They are attempting to use the
cannery to develop a community food and nutrition center. This
center might run meals programs for the elderly, do some con-
tracted commercial canning for area schools and hospitals; and
provide a community nutrition outreach service for a variety of
social and food related programs including WIC, and food stamps.
Its location next to the farmers' market in the Agricultural
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Extension office building will further this attempt to develop
an integrated community food service system. An offshoot of
this type of integration is that while canning requires few
skills, a multifaceted social service organization will become
a unique workplace in which other skills can be developed.
The final outcome of community canning is yet to be known.
Their future existence and proliferation depends on their ability
to become a part of the community. Both the degree in which
this will happen and the model or combination of models utilized
in each community will vary depending on the communities' choice
and the suitability of the various models. The coimunity canning
center has definitely proven its worth as a service enterprise
within a community; for a self supporting venture a number of
hurdles must be cleared.
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APPENDIX 1: GENERAL TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Equipment Sources
There are two main suppliers of small-scale canning equipment,
Ball Corporation and the Dixie Canner Equipment Company. Both
these companies market complete canning centers as well as
individual pieces of equipment from other smaller companies.
Boilers and kettles are most often obtained this way. Defunct
canneries and state institutions are other good sources of used
equipment--a number of prisons and hospitals have abandoned
food processing operations. Community organizations eligible
for government surplus should contact the General Services
Administration for used equipment. The Botetourt cannery, for
one, used this source successfully. Below are the names, add-
resses, and description of some equipment sources:
1. Ball Corporation
345 High Street
Muncie, Indiana 47302
Ball sells complete food preservation centers in one-, two-,
and three-unit models. Each unit is listed as having a 200-500
quart capacity per day, calculated on an eight-hour basis.
Equipment included in the nutrition center unit package includes:
1 steam-blancer sterilizer
1 atmospheric cooker
1 juicer/pulper
4 pressure cookers
1 steam-jacketed kettle (20 gallon)
4-jar lifter
1 hot water heater
1 spray-cooling. tank
1 exhaust fan
4 table carts
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12-jar blancher baskets
Oil, gas, or electric boilers (a 6-h.p. for the 1-unit model and
a 10-h.p. for the two-unit model) are also supplied at an
additional charge. A variety of optional equipment is avail-
able. February 1976 prices were $4,309 for the 1-unit nutrition
center and $2,664-$3,600 for the boiler, depending on the model.
Ball Corporation will service its equipment and provide
training in its operation to the purchaser. Ball equipment,
reliability, and customer service are reported to be excellent.
Dixie Canner Equipment Company
786 E. Broad Street
P.O. Box 1348
Athens, GA 30601
Dixie Canner specializes in equipment for commercial
canneries, community canneries, pilot plants, and laboratories.
They have sold equipment for tin can canneries since 1914. Re-
cently they have begun marketing a packaged/portable cannery,
which occupies a 750-square foot trailer. Equipment includes:
the trailer
a hoist rack
cooling tank
ventilation & exhaust fans
steam/water table
a drain and space heater
30 retort basket separators
1 vertipack 20 h.p. boiler
2 40-gallon jacketed kettles
2 20-gallon kettles
1 pulper/juicer
3 retorts
1 hot water heater
2 electric can sealers
1 three-compartment sink
2 table trucks
3 all-purpose dollies
1 electric hoist
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1 scale
Miscellaneous pots and other assorted equipment.
Delivery takes three to four months. The company will
service the equipment, although service on this equipment can
usually be found locally. Individual pieces of equipment are
similar to larger commercial and industrial kitchen and
canning equipment. This increases the availability of spare
parts and maintenance expertise. Estimated cost for the com-
plete Dixie unit is $60,000.
Almost all tin can operations rely on some Dixie equipment.
The Dixie portable cannery can produce from 400-900 quarts per
day with the wide variance depending on the produce and the
degree of user participation. Dixie also sells standard equip-
ment for canning centers. A price list and catalog can be
obtained by writing to them.
Most companies that manufacture canning equipment tend to
produce only equipment suitable for high-volume production. A
comprehensive listing of food-processing equipment manufacturers
is contained in: The Food Processor's Guide, available without
charge from:
Food Processing Machinery & Supplies Ass'n.
7758 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20014
(301) 656-5724
Vermont Canneries found they saved money by buying used
steam-jacketed kettles in New York at kitchen equipment outlets
on the Bowery. At present, these 20-gallon kettles sell new
for $700 apiece, in New York the Vermont Canneries had paid
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$900 for three.
Good quality used equipment can be purchased from defunct
community canneries or small-scale commercial operations.
Throughout New England and in the South a considerable amount
of unutilized equipment exists. It is largely found by word-
of-mouth. The community canning center in Barton, Vermont was
able to purchase three retorts, a bean cutter, an apple slicer,
a bean belt and other assorted equipment from a state agency
for roughly $700.
Labor Requirements
Canning is unskilled seasonal work. CCC operations that
utilize both cans and jars have sent one or two staff members
to training sessions sponsored by the National Canners Associ-
ation and the Food and Drug Administration. Though these training
sessions are oriented toward larger commercial operations, they
are required if the center plans any commercial production. This
training fulfills part of the requirements for legally pro-
cessing low-acid foods. The presence of a trained and certified
processer also makes insurance easier to obtain. Information
on this training session can be obtained from state departments
of agriculture.
Most self-service canning centers operate with a staff of
two, although a larger staff can provide longer canning hours
and other services. Commercial and staff-run canning centers
involve up to 7 workers. Certain functions, such as adminis-
tration and light maintenance, must be carried out beyond the
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canning season. If the sponsoring group can provide these,
the labor needed is only seasonal and costs are lowered con-
siderably. Most canning centers visited had sponsoring groups
that handled administration and fiscal accounting.
Those canning centers that maintain a year-round staff
often have an informal system whereby the workers put in
considerable overtime during the harvest season, but make up
for this by taking time off in the winter months. While a
canning center may operate 11 hours a day, 6 days a week at
harvest time, centers that opened during the rest of the year
did so roughly 2-3 days a week.
Health and Insurance
The major health hazard in food processing comes from the
possibility of food contamination. Many people encourage com-
munity canning as an alternative to home canning since there
is more control over sanitation and proper food preparation
techniques. In all canning centers it is important that super-
vision is adequate to assure proper cooking time. Most centers
maintain a log recording the time in and the time out of the
pressurized retorts. These logs help reduce the risk of
dangerous mistakes.
Food and Drug Administration inspections and regulations
center both on general sanitation and on verification of cooking
times. Strict enforcement of FDA regulations would require a
time/temperature recorder which would automatically record the
time and temperature as each batch is processed.
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These federal regulations are applicable to any canning or
food-related operation involved in production for interstate
commerce. Self-service community canning centers are exempt
from these regulations. Commercial community canning centers
or those CCCs which are part of a larger facility engaged in
commercial operations would be subject to FDA restrictions.
State requirements tend to be those general regulations
covering food-related businesses. Most of these regulations
cover basic issues of sanitation. Other state requirements
commonly found include the right to inspect the canning center
at any time as well as a yearly analysis of some test samples
of the canning center's product. These regulations are easily
obtainable at the individual state departments of agriculture.
Insurance needs of CCCs include general liability and
product liability. General liability, which is required of all
businesses, covers injuries to workers and users of the center.
Product liability covers the possibility of a suit resulting
from contaminated or poorly processed produce. General liability
is relatively easy to obtain. Its cost depends on the size of
the center and number and salary of the staff people. It can
run from $200-$600 annually. Product liability insurance is more
difficult to obtain. Since these centers are not under federal
inspection, insurance companies tend to treat them as high risks.
During the course of the study no canning center was encountered
that had problems with poorly processed produce. A number of
centers have not taken out this product liability insurance.
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It is unclear what legal problems might ensue should a suit be
brought against them.
Local Requirements
Community canning centers are all fairly low-volume
operations. Water and sewage requirements are minimal. Most
centers encountered had few waste products. Produce discards
tend to be utilized by the center staff either for feeding the
family pig or adding to a compost heap. Centers generally
require a one-inch pipe for water and a four-inch drainage pipe
for sewage. Most centers have been located in areas zoned for
commercial use or in existing county or school structures. As
yet there have been no zoning problems.
APPENDIX 2: CENTERS CONTACTED FOR STUDY--TYPE OF OPERATION AND FUNDING
Commercial Funding
Jars Cans High
value
Insti- Non-
tu- com-
tional mer-
Staff Self- Cooper- Local State Fed. Pri-
run ser- ative vate
vice buying
cial supplies
Community Self-Reliance
Inc. Northampton, Mass. * # * * * * * *
Keene Community Cannery
Keene, N.H. * * * * * *
Crashing Tower Pickles
Montague, Mass. 0 0 0
Gardens For All, Inc.
Shelburne, Vt. * * * *
Cherry Hill Co-Op Cannery
Barre, Vt. * * * * * * * *
Northeast Kingdom Coop-
erative Cannery,
Barton, Vt. * * * * * * *
Rutland County Canning
Coop. West Rutland, Vt. * * * * * * * *
Claiborne County Com-
munity Cannery, Tazewell,
Tn.* * * * *Tenn.
Abingdon Community Cannery
Abingdon, Va. * * * * * *
Botetourt Community
Cannery, Fincastle, Va. * * * * * *
Durham Community Cannery
Durham, N.C. * * *
Emergency Food Services
Community Cannery
Pine Ridge, S.D. * *
Funding
Jars Cans High
value
Insti-
tu-
tional
Non-
com-
mer-
cial
Staff Self-
run ser-
vice
Cooper-
ative
buying
Pumpkin Sour
Plainfield, Vt. 0 0 0 0
Georgia State Community
Canneries * * * * * * * * *
Laurel Grove
Community Cannery, Tn. * * * * *
Community Canneries
Rogersville & Telford, Tenn. * * * * *
Local State Fed. Pri-
vate
* = Currently operating
0 = Closed down
# = Planned for Future
C-1ommercial
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ADDRESSES OF CENTERS CONTACTED FOR STUDY
Community Self-Reliance, Inc.
Hampshire Community Canning Center
33 King Street
Northampton, Mass. 01060
Contact: Judy Gillian
Keene Community Cannery
Keene State College
Joslin House
Main Street
Keene, N. H. 03431
Contact: Ms. Jean Eaves
Crashing Tower Pickles
Montague Farms
Old Chestnut Hill Road
Montague, Mass.
Contact: Ana Georgie
Gardens For All, Inc.
Bay and Harbor Roads, Box 371
Shelburne, Vt. 05482
Contact: Tommy Thompson or Judy Loomis
Cherry Hill Co-Op Cannery
Barre Monpelier Road, M-R #1
Barre, Vt. 05641
Contact: Jean Lathrop
Northeast Kingdom Cooperative Cannery
P.O. Box 277
Upper Main Street
Barton, Vt. 05822
Contact: Pat Croghan
Rutland County Canning Cooperative
78 Marble Street
West Rutland, Vt. 05777
Contact: Rick Chinsley
Claiborne County Community Cannery
P.O. Box 68
Tazewell, Tenn. 37879
Contact: Ms. Leo Yokum
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Washington County Community Cannery
Abington, Va. 24210
Contact: Ms. June Smith
Botetourt Community Cannery, Inc.
P.O. Box 213, Fincastle, Va. 24090
Contact: Jim McDowell
Durham Community Cannery
Operation Breakthrough
600 North Mangum
Durham, N.C. 27701
Contact: Lonnie Wilson
Emergency Food Services Community Cannery
Oglala
Pine Ridge, S.D. 57764
Contact: Bot Bettelyoun
Pumpkin Sour (see #5, Cherry Hill Co-op Cannery;
Jean Lathrop)
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